CLESE

Entrepreneurial Development Centers
A thriving commercial life is one of the keys to broader economic prosperity.
In order to succeed, enterprising business people need proven know-how and state-of-the-art commercial skills.
Trained by Focus Education, local staff now operates the CLESE network - dozens of provincial Entrepreneurial
Development Centers, providing thousands of students each year with comprehensive training and the tools
required to turn their ideas into thriving commercial ventures.
CLESE graduates have already established dozens of new small and medium businesses, creating new sources of
employment and income for themselves and their communities.
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YOUTH VILLAGES
Youth Villages for Education and Vocational Training – Strengthening and empowering its weaker elements of
society is crucial for the development of a strong, healthy nation. Based on its international experience and
expertise, Focus Education’s Youth Villages provide a solid education for at-risk youth, including specialized
vocational studies in agriculture, hotel management and other professional areas, and future courses planned in
tourism operation. All these help guide young people toward productive lives. The Villages offer full
boarding-school conditions and a warm home environment that nurtures vital social skills. Youth Village
graduates go on to paid employment, able to provide for themselves and their families – while contributing to
their communities. Twelve additional Youth Villages are currently in planning.
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RETEP
RETEP Technological High School Network – A nation’s future depends upon developing a cadre of skilled
professionals, able to master state-of-the-art technologies. In Angola, Focus Education has created a nationwide
network of 52 RETEP Technological High Schools, offering an advanced curriculum attuned to real-world
demands. RETEP graduates are in demand wherever cutting-edge know-how is required, providing the human
infrastructure for rapid national development. They will be the leaders of a new hi-tech generation, paving the
way toward tomorrow.
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GOVERNMENT TRAINING
Good government demands efficiency and economy. Focus Education’s Government Professional Training
Programs teach civil servants modern, cost-effective methodologies that lead to increased work-flow, better
resource management and reduced waste. Graduates of these programs bring a more focused outlook to their
work, leveraging their newly acquired skills in various sectors, for the benefit of all they serve.
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Focus Education designs and implements turnkey educational and training
initiatives in developing countries, empowering individuals and
communities to seize new opportunities and shape their future.
Focus Education comprises professional educators, pedagogues,
administrators and management with vast international experience.

The future of nations depends upon realising the potential of their citizens. The
power of knowledge holds the key to progress and enhanced quality of life.
We share expertise in designing and implementing innovative,
tailor-made training and educational initiatives, handling everything from
construction and course development to local staff training.
Every project is unique, yet all share a single objective:
to point the way toward new horizons.
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